PAYGATE
Our marketing and business development
role with PayGate produced amazing and
sustainable results over a number of years.
Here is a taste of our journey with them.

CASE STUDY

MARKETING SERVICE
Market Research
We commissioned market research on the industry and the relative
perception and positioning of PayGate as a business and a brand.

Business Strategy
We needed to do a marketing strategy, but as shareholders soon
realised we were not clear on our business strategy.

So we

organised a workshop to shape and clarify our business strategy.

Marketing Strategy
We then, in conjunction with an outside marketing consultant,
workshopped and established our marketing strategy.

Marketing Plan and Implementation
Calendar
We then put together a marketing plan and calendar with delegated
actions and timelines to support elements of the business strategy.

Marketing Budget
We clarified and itemised the marketing budget and made sure
expenses came in within budget every month.

Sourcing and Managing a Design Company
We researched, interviewed and hired a design company to review
and re-engineer our branding and design elements.

Branding Alignment (CI)
The research indicated that our branding was out of alignment with
who we wanted to be in the market and how the market perceived
us. So we embarked on a rebranding alignment program with the
design company.
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Managing the Brand Across Media
Part of the process was to manage the brand across all marketing collateral. We made sure that the
brand was always aligned and representing the same core message across the board.

Website alignment
The website was dated so we rebuilt the website to align with our new image. To keep costs down we
did a lot of this in house in concert with our outsourced design company. Ongoing, we made sure the
design, look and feel were aligned at all times. We reviewed the website on a monthly basis to make
sure it was user friendly, inviting, easy to navigate, simple but innovative, and informative. We added
PR every month including newsletters, new products, new initiatives.

SEO
As our shopfront is on the internet we made sure that the website was top of the search engines and
generating quality leads and conversions. We also did a hybrid here using a combination of our inhouse
resources and outsourced specialists.

PR
We had a large perception gap
between how the market perceived
us and how we wanted to be
perceived. The research indicated
that this was having a severely
negative

impact

on

our

sales

growth and ability to sign up large
clients. So we hired a PR company
who effectively closed this gap
with and for us via the media. All
press releases were checked before
publishing to make sure they aligned
to our ethos and business goals.
The CEO received media training for
his appearances on television.
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Activations and Events
The research also indicated that the market was hungry for our
knowledge of the industry and that VIP clients felt alone in having
to adapt to and solve industry problems.

Bank Educationals: We set up a road show to educate our bank
merchant consultants on hot topics like 3D Secure so that they
would see us as the leaders in our field and send more merchants
our way.

Top eCommerce Enterprise Online Payments Research:
To solve the lone ranger feeling of VIP clients and potential clients
we organised a Top South African eCommerce Company Survey by
an independent consultant to listen to their challenges.

Top eCommerce Enterprise Online Payments Thinktank:
We took this information into a VIP client and potential client
Thinktank which was attended by the captains of industry. They
shared and wrestled with their problems in the online payments
environment.

We then visited all existing and potential new

clients to share our industry insights with them. These were both
extremely successful in closing the perception gap and generating
new business.

New Payment Method Roadshow: We teamed up with MTN
Innovation Centre who funded a national roadshow coordinated by
us to promote a new debit card payment method to existing and
potential new clients.
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Social Media
We made sure we were represented on Facebook, Linkedin and Twitter. Creating and responding
to tweets, posting and responding to Facebook entries.

Linking with industry partners, target

customers and groups on Linkedin.

Content writing
Between ourselves and the agency, we created and produced ongoing content for newsletters, bimonthly mailshots, website, general marketing collateral, brochures and presentations.

Mailshots
With a growing database of existing and new clients it is easy to touch base with them with useful
tips, news and updates so that we are top of mind and that they know that we care and are ready to
serve at any time. Our girl-at-the-dance theory requires that we are always top of mind for a client
when they are having problems (with their existing partner). Ready to give them our ear and listen
to their problems and ready with a solution.

Handling the Breach
We gained a tremendous amount of experience in handling the PayGate breach effectively with
MasterCard and Visa global offices, the Payments Association of South Africa and managing the
media. With our PR company we managed to turn it into PayGate’s most powerful and positive
industry media happening. The way we handled the event and the media significantly heightened
our exposure as a thought leader and responsible and reliable industry player.
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICE
Expanding beyond our horizons we embarked on sales missions. We were constantly pushing
boundaries and expanding out of our current finite environment and we chose to:

Sell our services off our low cost base to
stronger currencies
To London: We ventured off to London where we met with
client business opportunities including SITA and Videcom airline
booking platforms, the Airline Travel and Payments Show,
MasterCard, Datacash which led to very good downstream business
opportunities including .

Africa - is high maintenance, but a growing
hotbed for eCommerce
To Nairobi (Kenya) and Lagos (Nigeria): We felt like Dr Livingstone
pioneering and adventuring into the wilds of Africa. But we braved
the bribery, broken down infrastructure, food poisoning and other
challenges and met with acquiring banks, PSP’s and customers.
It took time to get things moving, but now there are banks, links
and customer bases establishing themselves profitably in these
territories.

South Africa
To Joburg: Most of South Africa’s business is in Johannesburg and
without an office there we decided to spend a week there every
month seeing existing clients and courting and signing new ones.
This led to deals like SAA for their African processing, an aggregator
deal with Investec Bank merchants, opening up Africa possibilities
through the card associations, an expanded MTN relationship and
many others.
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VIP Clients – Retention and expansion for existing VIPs
We loved visiting our Top 20 existing clients to ensure that they were getting the most out of us, happy
with our service, and to workshop new opportunities for doing more (profitable) business with them.
Our role was the interface between the client and PayGate to bring back opportunities for speccing,
pricing and implementation .

Exploring opportunities with new VIPs
We loved visiting new VIP’s and chatting about the industry as a whole, sharing our expertise and
knowledge and capabilities. Listening to their needs and challenges and service gaps so that we can
ease our way in to become their service provider.

“The team from African Payment Solutions championed PayGate’s
marketing and business development for many years, growing the business
by double digit figures annually.”
Peter Harvey
PayGate Managing Director
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An Audit of our Marketing and
Business Development Capabilities
Africa Marketing Activities

Africa Business Development Activities

Organising marketing events and functions

Sourcing acquiring banks in new territories

Oversee SEO

Pitches to large clients

Optimising, updating and maintaining website

Liaising with Card Associations

Compiling company docs

Supporting resellers/aiding their business

Maintaining marketing material

Business development planning and implementation

Managing IT from a customer perspective

Finding homes for airlines

Customer and merchant communication

Holding VIP customer relationships

Marketing project planning and implementation

High end networking

Coordinating PR

Business strategy

Brand management

Building relations with partners

Execution of marketing calendar/activities

Building relations with banks

Speaking at conferences

Building relations with Card Associations

Marketing strategy

Customer retention

Understanding the market

Ensuring we maintain high service levels

Understanding where we are in the market

Making sure VIP’s are getting the right treatment

Content writing

New product and market development

Making sure we are relevant to the market

Business development in Africa

Making sure we understand market requirements

Capitalising on big new market opportunities

Communicating with client base

Identifying good business partners

Communicating with prospective clients

Managing external relations

Managing the customer facing team

Building the customer value proposition

Positioning the company and products

Targeting & developing industry verticals airlines etc

Communicating company essence to target markets

Championing the customer

Service quality management

Pioneering new opportunities

Cultivating a customer centric culture

Opening up the possibilities so we can send in the “attack
dogs” to close the deal

Client entertainment

Online marketing strategy and management
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Email: info@africanpaymentsolutions.com
Web: www.africanpaymentsolutions.com
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